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SUMMARY
Stem cell-based transplantation therapies offer hope for currently untreatable retinal degenerations; however, preclinical progress has

been largely confined to rodentmodels. Here, we describe an experimental platform for accelerating photoreceptor replacement therapy

in the nonhuman primate, which has a visual systemmuchmore similar to the human. We deployed fluorescence adaptive optics scan-

ning light ophthalmoscopy (FAOSLO) to noninvasively track transplanted photoreceptor precursors over time at cellular resolution in

the living macaque. Fluorescently labeled photoreceptors generated from a CRX+/tdTomato human embryonic stem cell (hESC) reporter

line were delivered subretinally to macaques with normal retinas and following selective ablation of host photoreceptors using an ultra-

fast laser. The fluorescent reporter together with FAOSLO allowed transplanted photoreceptor precursor survival, migration, and neurite

formation to bemonitored over time in vivo. Histological examination suggestedmigration of photoreceptor precursors to the outer plex-

iform layer and potential synapse formation in ablated areas in the macaque eye.
INTRODUCTION

In the case of severe retinal degenerations that destroy

photoreceptors, a human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC)-

based therapy that replaces lost photoreceptors is attrac-

tive because, if functional connections could be estab-

lished between transplanted photoreceptor precursors

and the rich variety of inner retinal circuits present in

the primate retina, these circuits could potentially be

restored to perform the diverse physiological functions

they serve in the normal eye (Gasparini et al., 2018;

Jayakody et al., 2015). Restoring vision at the photore-

ceptor level avoids the challenge that other approaches,

such as epi-retinal electrical prostheses (Ghezzi, 2015)

or optogenetics (Busskamp et al., 2012), face when the

retinal circuitry is bypassed and the many ganglion cell

classes, each specialized for a different function, are stim-

ulated directly.

Robust protocols have been developed for the produc-

tion of hPSC-derived photoreceptor precursors, primarily

as an enriched cell type found within hPSC-derived

retinal organoids (ROs) (Lakowski et al., 2018; Meyer

et al., 2011; Phillips et al., 2014). While manufacturing

physiologically functional differentiated photoreceptors
This is an open access article under the C
from hPSCs has been well established in vitro (Phillips

et al., 2018; Zhong et al., 2014), far less is known about

their behavior in vivo, due to a number of technical hur-

dles. These include ensuring the long-term survival of

photoreceptor precursors in the host environment, es-

tablishing a layer of light-sensitive cells of sufficient

area and density to provide visual benefit, and neural

integration of the photoreceptor precursors with the

host retina (Santos-Ferreira et al., 2017; Singh et al.,

2018).

Currently, histological methods can provide informa-

tion about the impact of a given therapy at a microscopic

spatial scale; however, this can only be performed at

a single time point at the end of each experiment

with each animal. Performing histology at multiple

time points is costly in time, money, and the required

animal numbers, especially in nonhuman primates.

Furthermore, of the few transplantation studies that

have been performed in nonhuman primates (Chao

et al., 2017; McGill et al., 2018; Shirai et al., 2016; Tu

et al., 2019), all have deployed conventional SLO or

optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging to eval-

uate transplantation outcomes, which lack sufficient

resolution to assess the behavior of transplanted cells.
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Figure 1. Long-Term Evaluation of Transplanted Photoreceptor Precursors in a Normal, Non-lesioned Monkey Retina
(A) Following transplantation, SLO imaging of the retina 4 weeks post transplant shows three regions with fluorescent cells, two at or near
retinotomies associated with injection attempts, and one at the inferior aspect of the bleb. Bleb boundary (dotted circle) and injection
site (black arrow) are shown. Retinotomy site refers to the incision created during failed attempts to raise a bleb.
(B) Quantification of two areas of transplanted photoreceptors using FAOSLO. There is a gradual loss of individual cells in the main cell
cluster at the inferior margin of the bleb; however, at the retinotomy site there was an increase in the the area of the cell clusterfrom 2 to
9 weeks, followed by apparent stabilization up to 41 weeks post transplantation.
(C) FAOSLO imaging tracking a tdTomato labelled cell cluster at the inferior mergin of the bleb (yellow box in A) over an 11-week period.
White arrows show loss of single cells and small clusters over time.
(D) NIR reflectance AOSLO imaging showed the photoreceptor mosaic in the same region as (C).
(E) OCT showed the axial changes in the transplant shown in (C) over time with blue arrows indicating the location of the cell cluster.
(F) FAOSLO images tracking a tdTomato labelled cell cluster at the retinotomy site (red box in A) over a 41-week period are shown.

(legend continued on next page)
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Here, we show that these challenges can be largely

overcome by supplementing histology with high-resolu-

tion, in vivo fluorescence imaging of individual cells

with adaptive optics. Fluorescence adaptive optics

scanning light ophthalmoscopy (FAOSLO) imaging

(Gray et al., 2006; Rossi et al., 2017; Williams, 2011) re-

duces the need to euthanize large numbers of animals

at various time points for histology and establishes a

platform in which experimental manipulations can be

studied more easily.

The nonhuman primate model is needed because the

monkey has a fovea and human-like visual perception

with a similar immune system to humans. Moreover,

the use of nonhuman primates could mitigate risk to pa-

tients in subsequent clinical trials (Regenberg et al.,

2009). While inherited models of retinal degeneration

have recently been identified in nonhuman primates

(Moshiri et al., 2019; Peterson et al., 2019), at present

there is no readily available genetic primate model of

retinal degeneration. In this study, we used a recently

developed model of selective photoreceptor ablation by

using femtosecond pulses of near infrared (NIR) light

onto the retina with adaptive optics (Dhakal et al.,

2020). This method of photoreceptor ablation leads to

minimal disruption of the surrounding tissue, including

the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE).

To image transplanted photoreceptor precursors with

single-cell resolution in vivo, ROs from a previously

described hESC-CRX+/tdTomato photoreceptor reporter

line (Phillips et al., 2018) were dissociated and trans-

planted in the subretinal space of nonhuman primates.

FAOSLO imaging was then used to track photoreceptor

precursor survival, migration, and morphology over

time. Only cells that re-aggregated after transplantation

remained viable in the normal, undamaged retina.

However, these cells remained confined to the subretinal

space and did not integrate, with a noted exception

at the injection site. By comparison, transplanted cells

at ultrafast laser lesion sites were shown to migrate

into the host retina and demonstrated potential for

synaptic connectivity. With FAOSLO, we were able to

ascertain the behavior of photoreceptor precursors in

living nonhuman primates and image donor cells

with single-cell resolution, including fine neurites, for

the first time.
(G) OCT showing axial changes in the transplant shown in (F) at the ret
created at the retinotomy site. As shown, significant cell efflux was o
cells simultaneously in this case.
(H–J) Immunohistochemistry at 41 weeks post transplant demonstrate
CRX/tdTomato+ photoreceptors, which filled the retinotomy site. (I and
and rod (J) markers.
RESULTS

Long-Term Evaluation of Photoreceptor Precursors in

the Subretinal Space of Normal Monkeys

To facilitate single-cell imaging in vivo, hESC-CRX+/tdTomato

optic vesicles were fully dissociated and transplanted in the

subretinal space of two normal, non-lesioned nonhuman

primates to optimize the surgical approach and imaging

techniques, and to evaluate long-term cell survival.

Monkey 1 was followed for 41 weeks (Figure 1).

Following transplantation, three regions with fluorescent

cells were present, two at or near retinotomies associated

with injection attempts, and one at the inferior aspect of

the bleb (Figure 1A). These regionswere followedwith FAO-

SLO imaging and the area of fluorescent photoreceptor pre-

cursors was quantified over time. Two of these areas

showing differential transplant survival are shown in

Figure 1.

The aggregation of cells at the inferior aspect of the

bleb was presumably gravity driven, as the monkey

head was positioned upright immediately post surgery

for OCT imaging. Photoreceptor precursors at the infe-

rior aspect of the bleb showed gradual loss between 2

and 21 weeks post transplant (Figures 1B and 1C). In

this region, the majority of single cells or smaller cell

clusters were lost by week 5 (Figure 1C, arrows), with a

nearly 90% reduction in transplant area by week 11.

Furthermore, the morphology of the remaining photore-

ceptor precursor aggregate at 11 weeks resembled a

rosette-like structure (Zhang et al., 2001), suggesting

lack of integration with the host. AOSLO NIR reflectance

imaging (Figure 1D) and OCT (Figure 1E) confirmed that

the host retina in this region was not permanently

affected by the presence of donor cells and that the

host photoreceptor mosaic returned to normal once the

donor cells were gone.

By contrast, at the retinotomy site created during failed

attempts to raise a bleb in a non-vitrectomized eye, the

area of fluorescent cells gradually increased from 2 to

9 weeks after transplantation and then remained approxi-

mately stable afterward (Figures 1B and 1F). OCT taken

on the day of surgery showed a retinotomy created during

the surgical procedure. In the vitreous it is possible to see

effluxed cells that have escaped the subretinal space

through the hole. Over time the size of the transplant
inotomy site a 41 week period. White arrows show the hole that was
bserved, which we attribute to raising the bleb and injecting donor

d the presence of transplanted cells (human cytoplasm+), including
J) Transplanted photoreceptors matured in vivo to express cone (I)
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Figure 2. Photoreceptor Precursors in a Non-lesioned Retina Remained Confined to the Subretinal Space
(A) A blue autofluorescence SLO image of the bleb and transplanted cells is shown. Autofluorescence from disrupted RPE can be seen in the
central bleb as well as tdTomato fluorescence from the transplanted cells at the inferior margin of the bleb. The region bounded by the red
box was imaged using FAOSLO and AOSLO NIR reflectance imaging for 14 weeks.
(B) Merged fluorescence (red) and NIR reflectance (gray) AOSLO images taken at 6, 11, and 14 weeks post transplant are shown.
(C) OCT of the region containing the transplanted cells along an axis corresponding to the blue line shown in (A) is shown.
(D–I) CRX/tdTomato+ cells always co-labeled with a human cytoplasm-specific antibody, confirming that these cells were of human origin.
Additional retinal cell types from the dissociated organoids were also present (i.e., human cytoplasm+/CRX/tdTomato-cells). Photoreceptor
precursors demonstrated expression of cone (E and F) and rod markers (G), Some human cytoplasm+/GFAP+ glial cells were also present
within the cell cluster (H), while proliferative cells were minimal (I).
increased and the retinotomy was sealed by 21 weeks post

transplant (Figure 1G, arrows). FAOSLO showed that the

transplant in this region was composed of multiple

rosette-like structures. Histology at 41 weeks confirmed

the presence of donor photoreceptors at the injection site

(Figures 1H–1J). Presumably, the hole created by the injec-

tion cannula either trapped cells at the time of the injection

or allowed cells to migrate into the hole post injection.

In a secondmonkey, in vivo imaging once again showed a

region of photoreceptor precursors localized within the

inferior portion of the bleb (Figure 2A). In this case the
4 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 15 j 1–16 j August 11, 2020
transplant was stable for the 14-week period of AOSLO

imaging and survived until the 29-week euthanasia point

(Figure 2B). A large aggregate of cells and rosette-like

structures was observed. OCTconfirmed a thickened trans-

plant region along the inferior aspect of the bleb (Figure 2C,

blue arrows). Simultaneous NIR reflectance AOSLO and

FAOSLO confirmed that this region contained viable donor

photoreceptors (Figure 2B).

Histological analysis at week 29 indicated that trans-

planted cells in this region were primarily photoreceptors

(Figures 2D–2I); however, human cytoplasm+/GFAP+



Figure 3. Evaluation of the Retinal Impact
of Exposure to a CW Laser and an Ultrafast
Laser Using SLO and OCT
(A and B) Conventional SLO (A) and a spec-
tral-domain OCT scan (B) of a monkey retina
ablated with a CW laser at 6 weeks post
exposure. At the lesion site, there is complete
ablation of the outer retina with apposition
of the inner plexiform layer to the RPE. The
RPE is irregular with overlying scattered hy-
perreflective foci. OCT scan was acquired in
the area designated by the blue line in (A).
(C and D) SLO (C) and a spectral-domain OCT
scan (D) of a monkey retina ablated using an
ultrafast laser with adaptive optics at 6 weeks
post exposure. OCT imaging shows localized
disruption within the outer limiting mem-
brane and the outer nuclear layer. The linear
dimension of an exposure area is shown on
the OCT scan. OCT was acquired across the
blue line in (C). White arrows in (C) highlight
the pattern of ultrafast laser lesions.
Muller glia were also present and may have contributed to

donor cell survival in the subretinal space (Figure 2H). Sub-

sets of photoreceptor precursors matured to express cone

and rod markers in both monkeys 1 and 2 (Figures 1I, 1J,

and 2E–2G). Proliferative (Ki67+) cells were minimal after

long-term transplantation (Figure 2I). Despite the long-

term survival of the cells in monkey 2, there was no evi-

dence of integration with the intact neural retina of the

host and the cells remained confined to the subretinal

space.

Selective Photoreceptor Ablation Using High

Intensity, Ultrafast, Light Pulses Delivered via

Adaptive Optics

The use of a CW laser to destroy photoreceptors (Strazzeri

et al., 2014) caused three undesirable effects: retinal adhe-

sion, destruction of the RPE, and a strong immune response

(Figure S1). Following a preliminary attempt (see Note S3),

we decided not to pursue this approach further for trans-

plantation studies, although it was possible that we could

have reduced these problems with a lower light exposure.

Instead, we adopted a laser lesion method recently devel-

oped in our laboratory and described in detail in Dhakal

et al. (2020). Selective photoreceptor ablationwas observed

after exposing host photoreceptors to ultrafast pulses of

light delivered using the adaptive optics system. SLO and

OCT imaging of the CW lesion (Figures 3A and 3B, arrow)

and AO ultrafast laser lesion (Figures 3C and 3D, arrows) at

6 weeks post exposure are shown. OCT imaging demon-
strated that disruption in the AO ultrafast lesions was

confined largely to the photoreceptor layer, while in the

CW case, retinal layers neighboring the lesion appeared

compromised. Localizing damage to the photoreceptor

layers is critical because disruption of the RPE affects photo-

receptor support and can compromise the blood-retinal

barrier, and damage to the inner retina impedes functional

circuit restoration. Thismodel was successfully deployed in

monkeys 4 and 5 for transplantation studies with no adhe-

sion of retina to the RPE, far less apparent disruption of

the RPE blood/retinal barrier, and the presence of very

few T- and B-positive cells in the retina.

FAOSLO Imaging of Photoreceptor Precursors in the

AO Ultrafast Nonhuman Primate Model

Photoreceptor survival and integration were assessed in

two monkeys following host photoreceptor ablation using

AO ultrafast laser lesions (monkeys 4 and 5). Monkey 4 was

injected at both lesioned andnon-lesioned areas for a direct

comparison and followed for 12 weeks, while a second

laser-lesioned monkey (monkey 5) was injected only at

the lesion site and followed for 5 weeks to examine long-

versus short-term cell survival and integration. Both ani-

mals received a vitrectomy which afforded greater control

over bleb formation and the removal of effluxed cells

from the eye. Given that transplanted cells settled at the

inferior aspect of the bleb in previous cases (M1-M3), these

twomonkeys were positioned prone for 3–4 h post implan-

tation to tamponade the injection site, which resulted in a
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 15 j 1–16 j August 11, 2020 5



Figure 4. FAOSLO Imaging of Photoreceptor Precursors in the AO Ultrafast Nonhuman Primate Model
(A) SLO images of photoreceptor precursors in monkeys 4 and 5, 3 weeks post transplantation are shown. Monkey 4 was tracked with in vivo
FAOSLO imaging for 12 weeks and monkey 5 was tracked for 5 weeks. For a direct comparison within the same eye in monkey 4, one
transplant was performed in the lesioned area and one was performed in a non-lesioned area. Monkey 5 received a transplant into a
lesioned area.
(B and C) FAOSLO images of transplanted cells in a non-lesioned retina (B) and an AO ultrafast-laser-lesioned retina are shown (C) at 3, 6,
and 12 weeks post transplant. (B) FAOSLO imaging of two cell clusters in a non-lesioned retina (green arrows in A) showed loss of donor
cells over time. (C) By comparison, transplanted cells in the lesioned area extended neuronal processes over time are shown (see also
Figure S1). Fine neurites could be resolved on individual photoreceptor precursors in this region with FAOSLO (white arrows).
(D) Area of transplanted cells in two monkeys and both blebs were quantified, showing pattern of cell loss in both ablated and non-lesioned
retinas.
(E) The percentage of single cells with extended neurites in the lesioned retinas (N = 2) varied between 22% and 52%; however, in non-
lesioned retinas (N = 3), this percentage was less than 8% over a 12-week period.

(legend continued on next page)
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more even distribution of cells within the bleb. Steps were

taken to ensure that tdTomato fluorescence specifically la-

beling the donor cells was distinguished from host auto-

fluorescence (see Note S4) in subsequent FAOSLO imaging.

Post-operative in vivo images of photoreceptor precursors

in monkeys 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 4. SLO imaging at

3 weeks post transplant showed clusters of transplanted

cells within the bleb (Figure 4A, white circles). FAOSLO im-

aging of two cell clusters in the non-lesioned bleb in mon-

key 4 (green arrows in Figure 4A) demonstrated pro-

nounced cell loss between 3 and 12 weeks, including

preferential cell loss in the center of the cell clusters (Fig-

ure 4B). However, in the bleb containing the lesions, there

was evidence of persistent clusters of photoreceptor precur-

sors from 3 to 12 weeks (Figure 4C; red box in Figure 4A).

Striking differences were observed in the morphology of

donor cells in non-lesioned versus lesioned regions. In

non-lesioned areas, there was little to no evidence of neural

processes extending from transplanted cells (Figure 4B, see

also Figures 1–3). Also, transplanted cells appeared as large

clusters with few individual cells. Conversely, neurite for-

mation was pronounced in numerous individual photore-

ceptor precursors located in ablated regions (Figure 4C, ar-

rows; Figure S2). Figure 4D shows a greater percentage of

individual photoreceptor precursors with neurites in

lesioned retinas as opposed to non-lesioned retinas at mul-

tiple time points.

To quantify photoreceptor precursors survival, the area

of transplanted cells in laser-lesioned and non-lesioned ret-

inas was measured using FAOSLO imaging over the

tracking period (Figure 4E). The total area of transplanted

cells in the non-lesioned bleb in monkey 4 decreased by

�40% after 6 weeks and by �60% at 12 weeks post trans-

plant (Figure 4E). However, the area of transplanted cells

in the lesioned area in monkey 4 showed a much smaller

reduction (only �20% after 6 weeks), which remained

almost unchanged up to 12 weeks. In monkey 5, the area

of transplanted cells decreased by less than 20% between

1 and 5 weeks post transplant.

In monkey 5, FAOSLO revealed the occasional loss of an

individual photoreceptor precursor (Figure 4F, arrows). Sin-

gle cell migration over a distance of 24 mm in a 2 week time

period, was also observed as shown in Figures 5G and 5H.

In bothmonkeys 4 and 5, some transplanted cells settled

within themiddle of the lesion (Figure S2 and Note S4) and

single photoreceptor precursors demonstrated prominent

neuronal processes, suggesting the potential contact be-
(F–H) (F) Single-cell tracking using FAOSLO imaging showed loss o
transplant (white arrows) and migration of a different photoreceptor p
the original position of a single cell at 3 weeks and the white arrow sh
and N represents number of animals.
tween donor photoreceptors and host bipolar cells in abla-

ted retinas.

Histological Examination of Photoreceptor Precursor

Integration and Differentiation

Histological analysis in the ablated areas of monkeys 4 and

5 showed few T cells (CD3+) or B cells (CD20+) near trans-

planted cells (Figures 5A and 5B; monkey 4 shown). Some

transplanted cells in monkey 4 were elongated in the

same direction as the host photoreceptors (Figure 5B,

inset). A similar reduced immune response was noted in

the non-lesioned area of monkey 4 (Figure S3). In blebs

that contained an AO ultrafast lesion, photoreceptor pre-

cursorsmigrated from the subretinal space to the host outer

plexiform layer (OPL) in both monkeys 4 and 5, presum-

ably through entry sites provided by the laser lesions (Fig-

ures 5C–5I). As evidence of this phenomenon, trans-

planted cells were routinely found occupying the ablated

region in the host outer nuclear layer (ONL) (Figures 5C,

5F, and 5H), while adjacent sections had numerous photo-

receptor precursors present in the host OPL (Figures 5D, 5E,

5G, and 5I). These ectopic photoreceptor precursors

extended processes, often directed toward the inner nu-

clear layer (INL). The fact that these findings were nearly

identical in both monkeys 4 and 5 (collected at 12 and

5 weeks, respectively) suggested that migration and neurite

formation occurredwithin the first 5weeks post transplant.

Corresponding FAOSLO imaging of the same area pre-

euthanasia confirmed the ability of this imaging technique

to detect neurite formation in the living animal (Figure 5J,

arrows). The majority of transplanted cells (human cyto-

plasm+) found in the OPL were photoreceptors, suggesting

preferential migration of photoreceptor precursors (versus

other donor retinal cell types) toward the host INL. In

non-lesioned retina, donor cells remained in the subretinal

space with no evidence of human cytoplasm+ cells in the

host ONL or OPL. Furthermore, the morphology of the

photoreceptor precursors was quite distinct from that of

host photoreceptors.

Immunohistochemical examination of photoreceptor

precursor integration and differentiation is shown in Fig-

ures 6A–6H. Somephotoreceptor precursorsmatured in vivo

to express M/L opsin (Figure 6A). Neurites from photore-

ceptor precursors contacted host second-order neurons,

including G0a+ ON bipolar cells (Figure 6B, arrows),

PKCa+ bipolar cells (Figure 6C, arrows), and CALB1+ hori-

zontal and bipolar cells (Figures 6E and 6F). In addition,
f a single photoreceptor precursor between 4 and 5 weeks post
recursor over a 2-week period (G). White dotted circle in (H) shows
ows the direction of migration. Errors bars represent standard error
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(legend on next page)
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photoreceptor precursors expressed the presynapticmarker

synaptophysin (Figure 6D, arrows). While expression of

synaptophysin in photoreceptor precursors was disorga-

nized in cells away from the host OPL, processes close to

the host INL had pronounced expression of synaptophysin

in putative axonal terminals (Figures 6G and 6H), suggest-

ing the potential for synapse formation. While the poten-

tial for synaptogenesis between donor cells and host bipo-

lar cells in nonhuman primates is promising, further

studies are required to determine whether they are func-

tional. Importantly, no teratomas were noted in any of

the transplanted nonhuman primates.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we utilized FAOSLO to image transplanted

hESC-CRX+/tdTomato+ photoreceptor precursors at single-

cell resolution in the living eye. Before this study, little

was known regarding the dynamic nature of transplanted

cells in living retina at cellular resolution, most of which

has been inferred from OCT or histology after euthanasia

(da Cruz et al., 2018; Kashani et al., 2018; Sharma et al.,

2019). Using FAOSLO, we tracked the survival, migration,

and neurite outgrowth of individual fluorescent photore-

ceptor precursors in the living monkey eye. Postmortem

histology confirmed these findings, and demonstrated

the differentiation of photoreceptor precursors into a rod

or cone cell fate. In ablated retinas, photoreceptor precur-

sors migrated into the host OPL and showed the potential

to form synapses with host bipolar and horizontal cells.
Comparison between the AO Ultrafast Laser Ablation

and CW Laser Ablation

We used a recently developed method of ablating photore-

ceptors to create precise and reproducible scotomas in the

macaque peripheral retina suitable for transplantation
Figure 5. Immunohistochemical Examination of Photoreceptor Pr
(A and B) Histological examination of transplanted cells in an ultrafas
CD3 T cells (A) and anti CD20 B cells (B) were noted (see also Figure S2
(C) In monkey 4, histology at 12 weeks showed that transplanted pho
(D) Some donor cells extended neurites toward the INL through the e
(E) Additional cells that had migrated to the OPL and contacted the ho
shows human non-photoreceptors.
(F) In monkey 5, similar migration of transplanted photoreceptor pr
shorter period of time (5 weeks, cells are shown at higher magnificat
(G) The Adjacent section also showed transplanted cells that migra
processes.
(H) Migration of donor photoreceptors into the OPL through the seco
(I) Similarly, the adjacent section showed migration of donor cells to
images are shown in the insets).
(J) FAOSLO imaging at the same retinal location, 1 week before euth
extending laterally in vivo.
studies. Initially we attempted to use a CW laser to damage

host photoreceptors; however, this resulted in adhesion of

retina, precluding a safe detachment of retina from the

adherent RPE during transplantation. In addition, the

higher laser power led to RPE cell death and loss of the

blood-retinal barrier (Figure S1), providing an entry site

for B cells and T cells to flood into the subretinal space.

Our results with CW lesions should not be construed as

the best possible outcome that might eventually be achiev-

able with that approach, but it did inspired us to develop

another approach for which there is a strong theoretical ba-

sis for improved localization of the lesion (Jain et al., 2008;

Vogel and Venugopalan, 2003). The AO ultrafast ablation

method, which combines adaptive and nonlinear optics,

abruptly destroys host photoreceptors with minimum

damage to surrounding tissues, making it a useful tool for

creating localized lesions in the outer retina for use in

nonhuman primate vision restoration studies. However,

this model does have the limitation that it does not repli-

cate all of the sequential, time-dependent consequences

that follow from inherited photoreceptor degenerative

diseases.

Evidence against Cytoplasmic Exchange of

Fluorescence between Donor and Host

Previous mouse studies reported an inverse correlation be-

tween the integrity of the outer limitingmembrane and the

integration of donor photoreceptors (Barber et al., 2013;

Pearson et al., 2010; West et al., 2008). However, the exten-

sive transplanted photoreceptor integration seen in previ-

ous allogeneic mouse studies has now been shown to arise

primarily from cytoplasmic transfer of fluorophore pro-

teins between donor photoreceptors in the subretinal space

and the remaining host photoreceptors (Ortin-Martinez

et al., 2017; Pearson et al., 2016; Santos-Ferreira et al.,

2016; Singh et al., 2016) forcing a revaluation of this previ-

ous work. There are several lines of evidence to indicate
ecursors in the AO Ultrafast-Lesioned Retina
t-lesioned retina in monkey 4 is shown. In this model, very few anti
). Transplanted cells in higher magnification are shown in the inset.
toreceptors had migrated into the OPL through the laser lesion site.
ntry site provided by laser lesions (white arrows).
st INL by extending neurites are shown (White arrow). Asterisk in (E)

ecursors into the host OPL was noted at the ablation site within a
ion in the insets).
ted to the OPL through the laser lesions and extended neuronal

nd lesion site is shown.
the OPL and extension of neuronal processes (higher magnification

anasia, showing the capability of FAOSLO to resolve fine neurites
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Figure 6. Immunohistochemical Examination of Photoreceptor Precursor Integration and Differentiation
(A) Some migratory transplanted photoreceptor precursors matured in vivo to express M/L opsin.
(B) Neurites from transplanted cells were in contact with host second-order neurons, including G0a+ ON bipolar cell dendrites.

(legend continued on next page)
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that cytoplasmic material exchange did not occur in our

xenograft studies. First, in areas of a non-lesioned retina

where donor photoreceptor precursors remained confined

to the subretinal space, there were no underlying tdTo-

mato+ or human cytoplasm+ cells in the host ONL. Sec-

ond, transplanted photoreceptor precursors that migrated

into the host retina in laser-lesioned areas were almost

exclusively found ectopically in the host OPL, where no

host photoreceptors are present. Third, there is currently

debate in the field about whether cytoplasmic material ex-

change may primarily be a transient phenomenon. Mouse

studies have demonstratedmaterial transfer 2–3weeks post

transplantation (Ortin-Martinez et al., 2017; Santos-Ferre-

ira et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2016); however, it is possible

that these proteins are short lived. If this were the case,

the data in our study would be unlikely to be affected as

in vivo imaging and histology was performed several weeks

to months after transplantation. Finally, the morphology

of transplanted photoreceptor precursors was very

different from the structure of host photoreceptors.

When cytoplasmic exchange occurs in mice, those cells

are morphologically indistinguishable from surrounding

host photoreceptors. As such, it is unlikely that cyto-

plasmic transfer occurred in our human-to-monkey

transplants.
Survival of Photoreceptor Precursors Transplanted

into the Subretinal Space

FAOSLO imaging allows us to track differential survival of

transplanted cells. Although some imaging tools, such as

OCT provide high axial resolution, unspecific morpholog-

ical information about the transplant may be misinter-

preted without fluorescence imaging (McGill et al., 2018).

Figures 2B and 2C show OCT scans through the region

imaged with AOSLO presented at the same lateral scale.

The OCT data show a thickened region, but lack the speci-

ficity to show to what extent this cell mass contains viable

photoreceptor precursors. The FAOSLO images show that

this region is not the homogeneous mass of CRX/tdTomato-

positive cells that might OCT suggest, but rather there are

regions where CRX/tdTomato-positive cells are sparser and

are forming rosette-like structures. There are non-fluores-

cent regions within the thickened region that are hyperre-

flective in the NIR and may represent cells that are no

longer viable or represent damaged host RPE. These regions

merit further investigation. OCT in conjunction with the
(C and D) Some donor photoreceptor precursors extended axons toward
marker (synaptophysin) (D). While expression of synaptophysin in tr
processes close to the host INL had pronounced expression of synapt
(E–H) Some photoreceptor precursors contacted host second-order ne
expressed synaptophysin (G and H). The white squares in (E) and (G)
specificity afforded by FAOSLO allows amore complete un-

derstanding of the status of the implant.

When donor cells remained confined to the subretinal

space, an initial loss of single cells was observed with the

last cells to disappear being those in clusters, which often

developed a rosette-like morphology. Quantification of

the area of these cells suggested that the cell loss was be-

tween 60% and 90% (M1, M3, and M4) at 12 weeks post

transplant. By contrast, in ablated retinas, donor cells

that migrated to the OPL and were in contact with bipolar

cells experienced less than 20% cell loss at 12 weeks (M4).

The rate of cell loss in (M5) was also less than 20% albeit

over the shorter 5-week tracking period. However, we noted

an exception in which transplanted cells in the non-abla-

ted retina that were sequestered to the subretinal space

with no integration, survived up to 29 weeks post trans-

plant (M2). Furthermore, in three animals (M1, M2, and

M3), at the injection sites, transplanted cells survived until

the end of the tracking period, 41, 29, and 11 week,

respectively.

At present, the factors that govern donor cell survival are

unknown. Although an immune response could be one

explanation for the cell loss, as suggested in monkey 3,

other nonimmune-based mechanisms may also be

involved, including access to appropriate trophic support,

developmental cues, and the appropriate biochemical

environment. Our attempts to evaluate the immune

response at the end of the observation period are shown

in Figures 5, S1, and S3, and are discussed in Note S5. So

far we have been unable to see a clear correlation between

the immune response at that single time point and the rate

of cell loss. The development of a method to track the im-

mune response locally in the retina throughout the obser-

vation period could help resolve this question.

Outer Segment Differentiation

Histology in both non-lesioned and ablated retinas,

showed that subsets of transplanted photoreceptor precur-

sors expressed rod and cone genes at the point of eutha-

nasia, including M/L opsin at cell differentiation days 364

(M1), 297 (M2), and 174 (M4), respectively. Although the

expression of rod and cone genes as well as cone photopig-

ment by differentiated photoreceptor precursors is prom-

ising, there was little evidence of the development of the

classical photoreceptor morphology, such as discs replete

with photopigment and stacked in the outer segment

waveguide (Figure 6B). Because they lack this structure,
host bipolar cells (PKCa+, C) and expressed the presynaptic protein
ansplanted cells was disorganized in cells away from the host OPL,
ophysin in putative axonal terminals.
urons, including CALB1+ horizontal and bipolar cells (E and F) and
are shown magnified in (F) and (H), respectively.
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the donor cells we observed were almost certainly much

less sensitive to light than normal receptors. However, it

has also been shown that photoreceptors in disease models

that lack fully formed outer segments can still respond to

light and support useful vision (Thompson et al., 2014).

Previous authors have transplanted hESC-derived retinas

(not only the photoreceptor precursor fraction) into

nonhuman primate retinas that had retinal degeneration

induced by cobalt chloride administration or full-thickness

laser burns (Shirai et al., 2016). That study reported the

development of photoreceptor outer segments and opsins

within rosette structures that did not integrate with the

host RPE. Outside of rosettes, photoreceptors remained

immature. Whether it will ultimately be possible to create

conditions in a mature primate that allow the formation

of the complex normal morphology that ordinarily occurs

during development, including for example integration

with the RPE as well as Muller cells, remains to be seen.

Behavior of Photoreceptor Precursors in Regions of

Photoreceptor Ablation

In ablated retinas, we observed individual photoreceptor

precursors often formed long neurites that could be seen

with the FAOSLO in vivo as well as with postmortem histol-

ogy. In monkey M5 we observed approximately 20% of in-

dividual cells had neurites as early as 1 week post trans-

plant, while >50% of cells extended neurites by 12 weeks.

An increase of the individual photoreceptor precursors in

the FAOSLO images over time might be due to either an

improved optical quality of the eye over time after surgery

that provided superior imaging resolution or the actual in-

crease of single cells that migrated from cell clusters toward

the lesion site and eventually to the OPL. We were not able

to assess the temporal sequence of neurite outgrowth and

migration because both were largely complete by the first

imaging session, which was performed at least 1 week

post transplantation. In vivo imaging of processes was facil-

itated by the use of a narrow emission filter that excluded

RPE autofluorescence, enhancing the contrast of the rela-

tively dim processes.

In regions of photoreceptor ablation, we observed that

transplanted photoreceptors often extended neurites con-

taining presynaptic proteins toward the host INL and

were found juxtaposed to dendrites from second-order bi-

polar and horizontal cells. These promising findings may

be due to any of a number of causative factors, including

enhancement of the immune suppression regimen, a

higher number of transplanted cells, improvements in

the selective laser ablation technique, and the introduc-

tion of a vitrectomy step before transplantation. Limits

on the numbers of large animals that can be devoted to

these studies constrained our ability to evaluate the

impact of each factor individually in this study. However,
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longitudinal tracking of photoreceptor precursors trans-

planted into two blebs raised in the same eye, one under

regions of ablated retina and the second under a non-ab-

lated region of retina provided a more direct comparison

where the number of cells delivered to the eye, immune

suppression, and delivery method were as similar as

possible. Consistent with data from other monkeys this

experiment showed that donor cell migration and matu-

ration were associated with regions of photoreceptor

ablation.

The correlation between photoreceptor ablation and

transplanted photoreceptor precursors preferentially ex-

tending neurites could have arisen because these areas

offered a path to integration with the host retina, but there

are several alternative explanations for this observation

that cannot be discounted. It is possible that this phenom-

enon is specific to our ablation technique, for example, the

ultrafast laser may induce cytokine secretion or promoting

neurite growth in transplanted cells or that neurite forma-

tion is a stress response of transplanted cells in this host

environment. This method of photoreceptor ablation

may not induce gliosis which may be advantageous for

neurite formation relative to other ablation techniques or

may provoke changes in RPE cells that are beneficial. The

imaging technique described in this paper could be applied

to investigate these issues further, including undertaking

photoreceptor transplantation studies in models of in-

herited retinal disease, which would allow comparison of

neurite formation in disease versus injury models.

Donor cell efflux was a challenge in all animals making it

impossible to know exactly how many cells were delivered

into the subretinal space regardless of the intended number

injected into the eye. In monkeys 4 and 5, where we used

vitrectomy approach meaning that any cells that effluxed

back into the vitreous could be removed during surgery,

this strategy prevents vitreous cell impacting vision and

AOSLO imaging and would likely be used for patients. Im-

provements, such as optimizing the volume of the bleb

before injection of cells and adjusting the speed of trans-

plant delivery could be explored to minimize donor cell

efflux to achieve maximum cell retention.

This study demonstrates that it is possible to detect photo-

receptor migration and neurite extension in the living pri-

mate eye. Imaging transplanted photoreceptor precursors

with single-cell resolution provides a platform for acceler-

ating photoreceptor replacement therapy by improving

the understanding of donor cell behavior in the living eye.

The fluorescence imaging technique described here pro-

vided feedback about the structure of single donor cells in

the living eye over a period ofmonths, including evaluation

of unfavorable aspects of the transplant environment, such

as loss of a single donor cell. Other features of the trans-

planted photoreceptors that we imaged, such as neuronal



processeswithin an ablated retina (Figures 4 and S2)warrant

further study and may provide insight into neurite forma-

tion after photoreceptor transplantation. Future study could

also include 3D in vivo imaging of donor cells in which sin-

gle cells could be imaged at multiple focal planes. Such

three-dimensional volumetric imaging would be useful in

exploring experimental manipulations to optimize the for-

mation of functional synaptic connections. With sufficient

lateral and axial resolution, FAOSLO would also permit the

comparison of in vivo imaging data to the gold standard

technique for retinal implants, immunohistochemistry,

and would allow for the identification of each imaged cell.

This approach may enable the development of a noninva-

sive means of detecting migration and integration of donor

cells into the host retina, which would be a major advance

to cell transplantation studies. The combination of in vivo

single-cell tracking with the future development of fluores-

centmarkers for features, such as glucose level, PH, etc.,may

allow for the detailed assessment andmanipulation of both

the recipient retina and donor cells after transplantation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All animal procedures were approved by the institutional animal

care and use committee of the University of Rochester (PHS assur-

ance number: D16-00188(A3292-01)) and conducted in accor-

dance with the ARVO statement for the use of animals in

ophthalmic and vision research. Table S1 summarizes the details

of transplantation experiments.
Retinal Differentiation of the CRX+/tdTomato hESCs
A previously described CRX+/tdTomato hESC line was used for these

studies (Phillips et al., 2018), and was differentiated to a retinal cell

fate using established methods (Meyer et al., 2011; Phillips et al.,

2018; Zhong et al., 2014). In brief, ROswere generated and isolated

at day 20. These ROs contained all retinal neurons; however, the

majority of the cells were CRX+ photoreceptors, which were

robustly and specifically labeled with tdTomato in this cell line

(Phillips et al., 2018). This fluorescent reporter cell line can be

used to identify all post-mitotic photoreceptors at all stages of

differentiation, from precursors to fully mature photoreceptors

(Phillips et al., 2018). ROs were differentiated for 2.5 to 3.5months

(Table S1), when photoreceptors within ROs were primarily at the

precursor stage and were the major cell type present. Before sur-

gery, ROs were dissociated with papain (Worthington Biochem-

ical) to facilitate single-cell imaging with adaptive optics after

transplantation. Cells from completely dissociated ROs were

counted (R95% viable) and resuspended in Hank’s balanced salt

solution without calcium and magnesium (Gibco) for injection.
Subretinal Transplantation
Photoreceptors from CRX+/tdTomato hESCs between 74 and

106 days post differentiation were transplanted via subretinal in-

jection into 5 eyes of 5 monkeys (3 blebs in non-lesioned retinas
and 3 blebs in laser-lesioned retinas). The subretinal transplanta-

tion procedures for all monkeys are fully described in Note S1.

Monkey Model of Photoreceptor Ablation Using an

Ultrafast Laser and Adaptive Optics
A 730-nm ultrafast laser beam (Mai Tai XF-1 with DeepSee attach-

ment, Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, CA), which emitted short

pulses of light (55 fs) with a repetition rate of 80 MHz was focused

on the ONL through adaptive optics to create localized lesions in

the photoreceptor layer. To create these lesions, an AOSLO system

designed for two-photon excited fluorescence imaging in

nonhuman primates was used, which has been described previ-

ously (Hunter et al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2016). A grid pattern of

multiple non-overlapping lesions (6 exposures in monkey 4 and

12 exposures in monkey 5) at the perifovea was created to cover

a larger area using laser powers in the range of 90–120 mW for

106 ms. The laser beam was scanned at a frame rate of 22.5 Hz

over retinal location of 0.79� 3 0.87� for each exposure. The

morphology of laser lesions was assessed using in vivo imagingmo-

dalities (AOSLO, SLO, and OCT) for 1 month before each

transplantation.

Laser Lesions in Nonhuman Primates Using a CW

Laser
Five laser lesions (each 200 mm) were made in one monkey within

less than ±3� of the fovea center using a Coherent Novus Omni

laser. The wavelength used was 647 nm and the laser power was

200 mW for 0.02 s. The morphology of lesions was assessed with

in vivo imaging modalities (OCT, AOSLO, and SLO) before trans-

plantation. The transplantation outcome using this model is sum-

marized in Figure S1.

FAOSLO Imaging
Details regarding the design and use of an FAOSLO system for pri-

mate imaging at the University of Rochester have been described

previously (Gray et al., 2006). In brief, under a combination of ke-

tamine (5–20mg/kg),midazolam (0.25mg/kg), and glycopyrrolate

(0.017 mg/kg), and maintained on 1%–3% inspired isoflurane

anesthesia, the macaque was secured in a stereotaxic device and

aligned to the exit pupil of the FAOSLO. During anesthesia, heart

rate, electrocardiogram, blood oxygenation, and respiratory rate

were continuously monitored. Pupils were dilated and accommo-

dation arrested using 1–2 drops each of phenylephrine hydrochlo-

ride (2.5%; Akorn, IL) and tropicamide (1%; Akorn). The eye was

held open with a lid retractor and a lubricated permeable contact

lens with genteal (Alcon, Fort Worth, USA) fitted to protect the

cornea and correct refractive error. To limit random large ocular

drift, animals were paralyzed with vecuronium (60 mg/kg/h), and

at the end of the imaging session neostigmine (0.05 mg/kg) and

glycopyrrolate (0.01 mg/kg) were used to reverse anesthesia. The

duration of each imaging session was 6 h limited to one session

per week. We recorded from two imaging channels simulta-

neously: a confocal NIR reflectance image of the photoreceptor

cone mosaic, using a 796-nm superluminescent diode; and a fluo-

rescence image using 561 nm excitation. In monkeys 1 and 2,

emission was detected using a 630/92-nm emission filter to maxi-

mize signal detection, and a 1.5 airy disk pinhole. In subsequent
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 15 j 1–16 j August 11, 2020 13



animals a 590/20-nm emission filter (MDF-TOM filter; Thorlabs)

was used to increase tdTomato specificity, with a 2 airy disk

pinhole. The two imaging detectors were photomultiplier tubes

for both NIR reflectance channel (H7422-40) and the fluorescence

channel (H7422-50; Hamamatsu). An additional light source

(840 nm) together with a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor was

used to detect wavefront aberrations that were corrected with a

deformable mirror. The intensities of the imaging lights at the pu-

pil plane were 20–40 mW (561 nm), 250 mW (790 nm), and 30–

40 mW (840 nm). The field of view for imaging was: M1, 2.6� 3

3.4�; M2, 2.6� 3 3.4�; M3, 2� 3 2�; M4 and M5, 1.9� 3 1.9�).
Image Registration in AOSLO
The existence of eye motion, even in the anesthetized and para-

lyzedmacaque, required us to register the recorded videos to create

a final still image.Weused customdual-image registration software

(Yang et al., 2014) to align thousands of individual frames into a

single high signal-to-noise ratio integrated image. The software

used the motion trace of a simultaneously obtained high signal-

to-noise ratio NIR reflectance image to register a low SNR fluores-

cence video.
Conventional SLO and Spectral-Domain OCT
To obtain low-resolution information about transplanted cells and

retinal health over a larger retinal area, multiple imaging modal-

ities, including OCT and SLO (Heidelberg SPECTRALIS, Germany)

were used. Recipient monkeys were imaged before and every

2 weeks after transplant, beginning 1 week after transplantation

of donor cells. For imaging, the monkey was laid on an imaging

cart while the head was supported by a chinrest. OCT scans of

transplanted eyes were acquired with 92 B-scans centered on the

location of the subretinal bleb. Ketamine (6 mg/kg) and 0.15 mg/

kg medetomidine were used for anesthesia and the eyes were

dilated with 1–2 drops each of phenylephrine hydrochloride

(2.5%; Akorn) and tropicamide (1%; Akorn). Eyelid specula were

used to keep the eyelids open. We used both 488-nm and near-IR

excitation for SLO imaging. In monkeys 2 and 3, the eyes were

imaged immediately after transplantation to assess the quality of

the subretinal bleb. Once complete, anesthesia was reversed by

an intramuscular injection of 0.2 mg/kg antisedan.
Quantification of the Transplanted Cell Area and

Counting Single Cells
Over the entire tracking period, the total number of single cells at

different retinal locations within six blebs in five monkeys (M1-

M5) was counted using FAOSLO imaging. We then calculated the

percentage of single cells with neurites at each time point. To mea-

sure the area of fluorescent cells, first a region of interest was

selected around both the cell clusters and single cells at each

time point post transplantation and then the area was measured

using ImageJ.
Immunosuppression
The list of immunosuppressant drugs used in each animal is listed

in Table S1 and the details about the procedure are described in

Note S2.
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Immunohistochemistry
Transplanted eyes were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phos-

phate-buffered saline (PBS). Eyes were then cryoprotected in 30%

sucrose, embedded in OCT, and cryosectioned at �30 mm. Immu-

nohistochemistry was performed as described previously (Meyer

et al., 2009; Phillips et al., 2012). Primary antibodies and dilutions

are listed in Table S2. In brief, sections were first blocked for 1 h

incubated in 10% normal donkey serum, 0.5% Triton X, and 5%

bovine serum albumin in PBS at room temperature. Sections

were incubated in primary antibodies overnight at 4�C, followed

by secondary incubation (1:500) for 30 min at room temperature.

Followingwashes, slideswere coverslippedwith ProlongGoldwith

DAPI and imaged on a confocal microscope.

Statistical Analysis
All values were expressed as mean ± standard error. The data were

analyzed using a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. A p value

of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The labels

used in the graphs are *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01.
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